Do you feel that we are going through an incredible time? Do you feel the wind of
changes blowing over the whole planet, the whole mankind?
Thanks to quantum physics, science has just now discovered, or lets say given evidences
stating the existence of the Universe’s Consciousness pervading each and every part of
the creation. Most probably scientists are on their way to admit scientifically everything
that the Sages of the Eastearn or Ancient civilisations know since thousands of years… be
it yogis or chamans or sufis or else….
Although like all changes these transformations bring along terrible violence and
sufferings that we witness everyday, i am deeply convinced that the turn we are in will
bring us towards Light: all Sages agree, the planets and the whole cosmos confirm:
Mankind is awakening to its true nature…
Mankind is becoming aware and aware of being aware…
Mankind awakens to Love, respect, compassion…
This may take some time, but it may also be very fast…
Who will see it? Who will experience it? We can already live this experience, simply by
opening our heart, our eyes and our senses, simply by respecting earth, by loving animals
(and maybe stoping eating them), by speaking to plants, by listening to the stars, by
practicing mindfulness, by listening to your heart, and practicing the Heart Ecology,
Conscious Living, Living in Oneness…
« What I am doing, thinking, feeling here,
Affects what you are doing, thinking, feeling there »
Because we are all connected, we are all One.

No doubt that you also experienced the changes at one level or
another, thanks to internet which allows us to receive information
about everything… be it ecology, creative banking, permaculture, seed
saving, water memory, bee protection and much more….
Did you hear about the « Cultural creatives » sort of new style of beings
creating a more fair, equitable and respectful world ?
The Yunus Emre farm is part of this… part of the spontanous creative
movement aiming at consciously living on our planet…
For those who do not know the Yunus Emre farm, it has born slowly in
2008 as a place for sharing knowledge and experience to bring personal
and collective evolution with the means of yoga, permaculture,
ecology, handycraft etc. The farm grew up thanks to many volunteers,
friends, neighbors coming to help; it hosted seminars of yoga and
permaculture, and in 2012 it burned…

A very difficult time followed, without house, without money, and without a place to
work… BUT YOU were always here, friends, relatives, supporters of the farm, and Thanks
to YOU we reach now…..
the PHASE of RECONSTRUCTION

In short:
 2015: TKDK development agency for rural areas might finance the
rebuilding of the farm up to 65%... IF our application is accepted… Go!
 Préparation of the design and plans with KYK team, french
architecte and ecobuilders (autumn 2015)
 Préparation of our application with Selcan who guides me in this
long and complicated process… now continuing
 2016: Ayse, Ahmed and their architecture office take over the plans
to establish them as turkish documents
 Serkan and ustas study the technical aspect of our construction
 Akif, who is Ayse’s husband and the farm’s accountant looks after
the accountancy part
 Selcan’s father should take the material listing and counting
 Abdullahraman, manager of a Ziraat bank agency is now studying
our application for a loan….

Why a loan ?
Because…
If TKDK accepts to finance the rebuilding of the farm, 65% of the full
amount might be granted … (we estimate the total cost at
around 80 000€ ou 250 000TL to be updated in the next coming weeks)
Hence we still have to find 35% of this amount .. So i do hope that we
shall be granted with a LOAN by Ziraat bank
And then …. If ZIRAAT bank accepts………………

The farm will be rebuilt 
and soon will welcome You
for new programs !

So there are a few « If » to transform into « Yes » !
So that…..
Yes ! TKDK will grant the fundings !
Yes ! Ziraat bank accepts to grant us with a Loan !!

And for that YOU can HELP us !!
How ?
Very simple !
Simply by writing a gentle message about the
farm, encouraging the rebuilding, maybe your
testimonial of some experience in the farm,
maybe your wish to organise seminar in the
farm, something which could help CONVINCE
the bank and TKDK of the utility and
sustainability of the Yunus Emre farm ….
Something like………………………….

I do believe in the Yunus Emre
farm’s project which may bring
benefits to many!

 I did stay in the farm and had a
lovely experience!
 I am following the Yunus Emre
farm since the beginning and i want
that it rebuilds !

……………….. Let your Imagination talk ! Let your heart talk !………………

And if YOU wish to ORGANISE your own seminar in the Yunus Emre farm,
And/ or let your students come for an experience in the Yunus Emre farm,
And/ or spend some relax time in the peaceful atmosphere of the Yunus Emre farm,
And/ or organise a workshop in the Yunus Emre farm…
Let Us Know and Write a Message 

With my group of students we are very impatient
To see the farm rebuilt
And come for retreats .. Seminars.. programs

With my family/ collegues/ friends we wish to come
For a stay and learn about ecology, permaculture, sustainable living….

I hope to come as soon as the farm is rebuilt
To organise an Art workshop / a Music workshop…
Yes! Yes! We want that the Yunus Emre farm is rebuilt !

Take your pens and pencils ! We shall translate all the messages into turkish and join them to
both applications, the one for the bank, and the other for TkDk

It will work 
But it has to be NOW because we have VERY little time left !

Lastly, let me announce you that i intend to launch another

 CROWD FUNDING CAMPAIGN 
The aim will be to help the farm and me to hold on during the time of reconstruction until the
real reopening of the farm, when programs ultimately will create again incomes…
Until now, few people know, i am still living with very little, only donations and little money that
comes from yoga classes in Antalya… not enough to cover the expenses though…

This CROWD FUNDING CAMPAIGN will offer different levels of participation:
KissKissBankBank crowd funding:
You give money and receive a counterpart from the farm : product of the farm, yoga program,
stay in the farm, participation to a seminar etc…
 Investment in the form of buying stays in advance
Stays in the farm, at individual or collectif level, for seminars or ecoturism…

From now you may find
HERE in the farm’s website
A glimpse of the financing plans
And the whold Yunus Emre farm’s project

Everything will be updated according to the
evolution of our application


I wholeheartedly hope that you will be willing
to support this important phase …
And that very soon, in just a few month, the
farm will be again welcoming YOU !
However, if You do not want to be informed of the Crowd Funding Campaign please let me know
NOW !

Huge thanks to ALL of you who are Present to
Help and Support the farm 
The Yunus Emre farm is a common venture
Which becomes real thanks to All
Om shanti
Isabelle
Yunus Emre farm’s founder
PSSSS : If you want to write a message, please
be fast, do it Now! We only have 3 weeks left
and we will have to translate into turkish 
 Thanks so much in advance 

